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As summer stock season grows to a close, MERCURY SUMMER STOCK (residing at the moment in the Cleveland Play House) is marching forward. With
two weekends remaining in their season, the summer company is singing strong with its production of The Scarlet Pimpernel on the Brooks Theatre stage.
 

Director Pierre-Jacques Brault (MSS’s Artistic Director and Co-Founder) had choreographed Pimpernel several years ago and was
taken with the show. In looking for summer pieces that are not often done in the Cleveland area, Brault thought that it would be a

great choice for MSS – something unique.
 
The small size of the Brooks Theatre was a challenge for the staging of this musical, making the production staff think “out of the box” on everything from
staging to wardrobe changes. Most of the cast stays onstage for the entire performance, making logistics both tricky and brilliant. In casting, Brault says he
looks for performers who are flexible, adaptable, have something to share and have something to prove. His Pimpernel cast is all of this and more, with
great voices, good comic timing, and a spirit of spunk and sass throughout this French vs. English revolution/love story/man-celebration. In short, it’s fun.
And so is this organization.
 
Bringing something smart and unique to Cleveland is something that Brault wants to continue in the vision for MSS as a whole. For example, this winter
MSS will feature a new musical comedy by MSS Associate Artistic Director, Dan Marshall. Christmas Carolyn is Marshall’s new show developed through his
recent studies with the NYU Musical Theatre Writing program. It’s a musical comedy take on Dickens’ classic tale.
 
This also demonstrates that MSS is not just a summer organization- the non-profit relies on events and visibility throughout the year in order to develop
each season and reach out to the community. This year’s Winter Wonder Land festivities will take place on December 13  and 14  @ 7:30pm and will
include Christmas Carolyn, music, Santa, activities for kids and adults, and fun for the whole family. There’s also an annual spring event, and this year the
proceeds will benefit MSS’s “My First Musical” program, which opens the world of theater to underprivileged youngsters who are new to the arts.
 
With the economy the way it has been, Brault notes that MSS has survived through careful strategies. “We’ve kept prices reasonable because we want our
shows to be an outing for the whole family,” says Brault. MSS has been selective with choosing shows and then takes the spin of offering a twist on those
shows / bringing something new to the table. Audiences can expect quality entertainment without breaking their bank, and look forward to to be surprised
by a fresh take on great theater.
 
MSS relies on funding from many sources, including the Ohio Arts Council, Cuyahoga Arts Council, individual donors and their subscriber base. Volunteers
also help MSS throughout the year and are always welcomed in the planning and running of fundraising events, and theater season.
 
And they’ll need a lot of support coming into 2010-2011 and 2011-2012. With the move next year of the Cleveland Play House from its current location on
Euclid Avenue down to the Allen Theatre at PlayhouseSquare in downtown Cleveland, the future “home” of MSS is still up in the air. “We will be the last
company to close in the Cleveland Play House,” which Brault says is an honor. Whether MSS moves to their own place or collaborates with an existing
company or college in another building, they’ll need a lot of community support, something which Cleveland audiences are good at.
 
The Scarlet Pimpernel will run through August 21  with a cast, crew and orchestra that’s worthy not only of your support, but of your praise and
standing ovation. For show tickets or information on how you can help Mercury Summer Stock now, throughout the year, and into the future, call 216-
771-5862, or visit www.mercurysummerstock.com.
 
###
Do you have a Cleveland performing arts related event or story that would be of interest to our readers? If so, contact KATE MILLER at
KateMillerExaminer@yahoo.com with your pitch!
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